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Abstract

ODB stands for Observational DataBase and has been developed at ECMWF since mid-1998 by Sami Saarinen. The
main goal of ODB is to allow the storage and retrieval of large amounts of meteorological (numerical) data efficiently when used within IFS (Integrated Forecasting System). ODB has replaced the CMA (Central Memory Array)
file structure (developed by Drasko Vasiljevic at ECMWF) with less disk space and memory demanding formats.
Thanks to its ODB/SQL language, ODB enables serial or MPI-parallel data queries and also coordinates queries for
data shuffling between MPI-tasks. ODB maintains high efficiency for storing and recovering data on any platforms
(scalar or vector machines).
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Observational usage over the past decades at ECMWF

One major progress made over the last two decades in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) can be attributed to
the improved utilization of observations as shown on Figure 1. However this has only been possible thanks to the
use of supercomputers as well as the development of efficient strategies to read/write/process these observations.
ECMWF has always played a leading role in this area.
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Fig. 1 Use of observational data at ECMWF
since 1996.

Before ODB...

A first step toward an efficient strategy was achieved with the development of CMA (Central Memory Array) file
structure. All observational data were packed report by report into a single IEEE 64 bit floating-point array. The file
structure is a simple bit stream as shown on Figure 2 and is composed of two Data Description Records (DDR1 and
DDR2) followed by a set of observation reports. The DDRs have a fixed length and are positioned at the beginning
of the file. After the DDRs the observation reports follow, one after the other, until the end of the file. The observation reports are of variable length. Once read, CMA is kept in memory for a fast data access.

Fig. 2 CMA file structure.
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3.1

Observational DataBase (ODB)
What is ODB?

With the introduction of 4D-Var in IFS and the ever growing number of satellite observations, there was a need for
a new approach to store and access observational data. Sami Saarinen et al. suggested the use of relational database
concepts for easier data selection and filtering: the ODB (Observational DataBase) software was born (mid-1998) and
became operational in 2000.

ODB is an in-core hierarchical database (these two features were inherited from CMA format) with a data definition and query language: ODB/SQL - language (subset of ANSI SQL). ODB offers a parallel Fortran 90 interface
to enable MPI-parallel data queries, but also to coordinate queries for data shuffling between MPI-tasks. Post-processing tools (odbsql, odbdiff, etc.) have been developed to cover user needs.

3.2

ODB limitations

3.3

ODB/SQL language

ODB cannot restrict the user’s ability to retrieve, add or modify data by protecting unauthorized access. However,
with Fortran 90 access layer, an ODB database can be opened in READONLY-mode. An ODB database cannot be
shared by concurrent users without interfering each other. This is only possible for READONLY-databases. In addition, there is no protection from corruption in the case an ODB database is inconsistently updated or a system failure.
ODB/SQL is a language to manage ODB observational databases. It is a minimum subset of international standard
SQL (Structured Query Language) used to manipulate genuine relational databases. Except for the creation of a
database where a Fortran program is usually necessary, ODB/SQL is used in an interactive way via ODB-tools.
ODB/SQL is currently capable of handling the following tasks:
•

•

3.3.1

Data definition: to define structure and organization of data to be stored and relationships between the items;

Data retrieval: to define data queries in order to retrieve (normally) a subset of data items.
Data Definition Language (DDL)

The CREATE TABLE statement is used to create a table in a database:

The data type specifies what type of data the column can hold. Figure 3 shows how to create tables and link them
together (via @LINK data type). The link describes the hierarchy between the two tables.

Fig. 3 Example of ODB DDL.
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3.3.2

Data Manipulation Language (DML)

The Data Manipulation Language implements a data query engine in order to search in particular columns of a
database satisfying certain conditions. The syntax is as follow:

For example:

This SQL query will return 2 columns (as shown on Figure 4): the first column is the temperature (2m temperature as indicated in varno@body) in Fahrenheit (ODB Fahrenheit function is used) and the second column is the
absolute difference between the first guess departure (fg_depar) and analysis departure (an_depar).

3.4

Parallelism in ODB

Fig. 4 SQL output as returned by odbviewer

ODB is a parallel database system: it aims to improve performance through parallelization of various operations,
such as loading data, building ODBs and evaluating queries. Data is stored in distributed fashion:
•

•

TABLEs are divided “horizontally” into pools between processors as shown on Figure 5 (pools are assigned
to the MPI-tasks in a round-robin fashion);
Each table can be assigned to an openMP threads.

The number of pools is “decided” in the Fortran 90 layer and can be changed at any time. However, the user has
to cater for allocating data to each pool. Therefore we usually distribute data among pools at the creation of the ODB
database.

Fig. 5 Example of data partitioning.

A single pool forms a “sub-database”.
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To improve performance, only a subset of pools is selected to perform I/O (read/write ODB files on disk). Similar tables are then concatenated together. The number of I/O pools is fully configurable.

3.5

ODB Fortran 90 access layer

Parallel data queries are possible via the ODB Fortran 90 interface layer. The Fortran 90 layer offers a unique user
interface to:
•
•

•

open & close database;

execute ODB/SQL queries, update & store queried data;

inquire information about database metadata.

The same Fortran 90 code can be used in serial or parallel MPI/OpenMP mode (with any number of processors/openMP threads). Selected data can be asked to be shuffled (“part-exchanged”) or replicated across processors
(by default data selection applies to the local pools only).

3.6

ODB tools

Various ODB-tools are provided to simplify browsing and management of ODB databases. Some of the tools are such
that one can completely ignore programming efforts: just retrieve and plot the data.
Much effort has been made to allow access of ODB databases through ECMWF software such as Metview (to
access, manipulate and visualise meteorological data) and obstat (our observation monitoring software).
In addition, the two following ODB-tools are available in the ODB package:
•
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•

odbsql: a tool to access ODB data in read/only mode

odbdiff: a tool to compare two ODB databases

ECMWF usage of ODB in IFS

Two main ODB databases are used at ECMWF:
•

•

ECMA (Extended CMA)

CCMA (Compressed CMA)

The ODB hierarchy is as described on Figure 6.

The database ECMA contains all the observations to be used in a 4D-Var analysis. These are the observations converted from external sources like BUFR-files or ASCII text files into ODB. The very first step (traj#0) of the 4D-Var
suite screens observations found in ECMA in order to select a suitable set for the subsequent 4D-Var minimization
process. These so-called active observations are placed into a separate database called CCMA. Both databases are
distributed between MPI-tasks so that every task roughly processes the same number of observations in each timeslot of 4D-Var.

Fig. 6 ECMWF table hierarchies

We do not have a unique/centralized ODB database: a new ODB is created for each analysis and only contains
observations needed for this analysis.
ECMWF ODBs are currently stored in ECFS which is a large distributed storage system. Feedback bufr files are
created from ODBs at the end of the analysis and archived in MARS (our Meteorological Archive).
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The way forward

ODB is now more than a tool only dedicated to ECMWF’s 4D-Var system, it became also very popular to postprocess observational data.

In the short term we plan to better integrate ODB in our full ECMWF system (from receiving observations to the
archiving of feedback information).

The first step of this integration will be to archive ODBs in our Meteorological archive (see Peter Kuchta’s presentation).
In addition, there is a growing interest on ODB from external Centres: ODB is already used by Australian Bureau
of Meteorology (Melbourne) and this triggered some interest by UK Meteorological Office, GMAO (Washington)
also investigates the possibilities of ODB for their own usage, etc.

Therefore we plan to make ODB easier to handle by external parties and for this we have two on going projects.
The first one consists in revisiting the current hierarchy of tables as well as the ODB attributes (columns) defined
in our DDL file and to create a dictionary of all existing ODB attributes with their meaning (description, units, etc.).
The second project aims at redefining the ODB user interfaces: the idea is to specify two generic user interface layers,
usable not only at ECMWF but also by external centres (UK Met. Office, Bureau of Australian Meteorology, etc.). The
first user interface would be able to handle any kind of databases, and the second user interface (built on top of it)
would be specific to our schema file (ECMA/CCMA).
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